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ABSTRACT

Coupled gravitational and electromagnetic perturbation equations in

the Kerr-Newisan background geometry are supplemented with ths source terms.

Then, restr ic t ing to the Reissner-HordstrSm case, the radial equations are

derived. The asymptotic solutions at Infinity are discussed in connection

with the spin polarizations.
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I . INTRODUCTION

When a space- t ime i s curved and endoved wi th a background e l e c t r o -

magnetic field,as ia the case around a charged, black hole, a perturbation of

the electromagnetic field i s in general accompanied by a corresponding

gravitational perturbation and vice versa. Three, different formalisms have

been used to derive gravitational and eleatromagnetic perturbation equations

in the Relssner-Nordstrom background, geometry: ( l ) using the expansion of

perturbations in vector and tensor harmonics by Zer i l l i ; (2) in ttxe ' .

Hamiltonian formalism and also using ths vector and tensor harmonics expansion

by Moncrief and (3) In the Nevman-Penrose formalism by Chltre and Lee

independently. The Newnan-Penrose formalism la particularly- suited for deal-

ing with the radiations in the asymptotic flat region as tha ingoing! and out-

going radiations and their spin polarizatloos are naturally represented in

certain quantities of th is formalism. The perturbation equations for the

more general Kerr-Newaan background geometry are available only in the Newman-

Penrose formalism, although the apparent lack of separability presents a

formidable barrier to further investigation of the equations. In Sec.II ve

supplement the equations in the Kerr-Nenman background geometry given in Hef,k

with the source terms due to massive particles.. (For the case of a mildly

charged black hole, Chitre has included the source terms ignoring th*

terms quadratic in the charge Q.) Then In Sec. IV, restii±tting to the

Reissner-Nordstroa ease where separation of variables is aval].able, we derive

the radial equations which are to be integrated numerically to investigate tae

radiations by Sources. The asymptotic solutions are discussed in Sec . I l l ,

particularly in connection with the spin polarization. Throughout th i s

paper we use the same notations and the same bacfeground tetrad as in Ref.U.

I I . PERTURBATION EQUATIONS WITH. THE SCUBCE TEBM3-IH KEBBTNEWMAH GEOMETRY

With a massive source present, the tetrad components of the Riccl

tensor can each be divided into two parts :

*02

urn mn

In, til
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vhei ' Tj^ 5 T A- A and ao on,and the superscript (.M) on the stress-energy

tensor represents the part contributed by- the source other than the electro-

magnetic field.

Following the same procedure as in Ref.h out including the contributions

to the stress-energy tensor and the electric current by a massive and charged

source, we obtain the following perturbation equations in the Kerr-Newman

background geometry:

f

(2.)

i

(36)
:*
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Since the separation of variables does not seem to be available for the

general case, from now on we only consider the special case vhere a - 0

(Reissner-Hordstrom).
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III. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS

As long as the source is bounded, i.e. not extending out to infinity,

the source ternB do not contribute as r •+ » and the asymptotic solutions

retain the same forms as given in Ref.h ,

eiu)t

If"*00 j G
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Also the connection equations among tRe coefficients CEq.a.C3.1ll aa4 (3.12)

of Ref .'h) s t i l l hold. Mow these asymptotic solutions can tie viewed locally

as representing monochromatic plane vaves of spin-1 and 2 msssless f ie lds ,

i ) ^|i0 and x1

this asymptotic region the metric can be written as:
i|i0 and x 1 representing ingoing vaves, i)^ and x_x outgoing waves. In

guv V + V •

where n is the Minkovakian metric and it the perturbation. The h
consists of the static and the radiation parts with the static part dying dovn
much faster than the radiation part as r + » , so that i t can tie ignored alto-
gether. The radiation part can always be put into the transverse tracelese
(TT) gauge satisfying

"uO

In the TT gauge, the metric perturbations for the gravitational plane wave

propagating in the ±r direction are

r) , r) ,

(6)

There are only two non-zero independent Riemann tensor components

u = -r
When both the ingoing and outgoing radiations are present,each of the

components can be written as a sum of two parts:

- T)
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Then a direct derivation using Eq.s.(.T) and C8) gives

out (9)

Similarly

-k Cio)

Using Eq.(9) and the asymptotic solution of ^ In Eq..C+) one obtains the

two independent non-aero components Tor the outgoing gravitational wave:

= -p -^r'-5j ~ C

vhere A e.
l$ s

2a)

and
ce =

v i t h A, C, Z and n r e a l .

—7—

' .* 2, J ::

A diagram of hgg vs. h|^ shows that the part of the solution with the

coefficient A represents the counter-clockwise circular polarization, while

the part with C represents the cloctari.se circular polarization

but
u

out out

Similar results can be obtained for the ingoing gravitational waves using $~

For the electromagnetic waves at Infinity

U2a)

(12b)

Since the plane electromagnetic waves propagating in the ±r direction satisfy

out out ^out T.out

in _ ..in in _ in
fc§ ~ ~a$ * $ " t " (13)

Eqs.(l2a) and (12b) can be rewritten as:



B
How from Eq.{lUa) and using the asymptotic solution for tj>2

Eef.l*) one obtains

(Eq.(A.ll) in

-L

where

(15)

and

E u t v s . E?.utA diagram of E* u t vs. E?.ut shows that the part of the solution with the

0 f
coefficient. M represents the counter-clockwise circular polarization,
while the part with 1J represents the clockwise circular polarization

out

out

out

out

Similar results can be obtained for the ingoing electromagnetic waves using
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IV. RADIAL EQUATIONS

When one considers the radiation due to a source moving around or

falling into a black hole,one imposes the boundary condition of no ingoing

waves at infinity. In our case it is achieved by setting A ~ k = C ;

0 ( e q u i v a l e n t s , ^ 1 ' = DC"2) = 0). All the

information about the outgoing radiations are contained in the coefficients

A , A , C and C whose values must be obtained by numerically

integrating the coupled radial equations. One may also find the values of

B , B , D and D first, then it is a simple matter to calculate the

values of A " , A , C and C through the connection equations

(Eq.(3.1l) in Ref.'O. This allows one to use either of the two sets of the

coupled equations, Eqs.(£a) and (2b) or Eqs.(3a) and (3b). We choose the

first set here.

For a single particle moving around a Eeissner-HordstrSm black hole,

one can choose the equatorial plane (B = —) as the plane of motion of the

particle without loss of generality. Then the current and the stress-energy

tensor are given by

e0

Ci6)

where e and mQ are the charge and the mass of the source, respec tiiely,
and X are the co-ordinates of the particle.

With the introduction, of the separation of variables in the form of
"R S

Eq.(lt) for ipQ and x1 > the radial part of Kqs.(2a) and (2b) becomes(with
the restriction a = 0)
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A
 + T

ra

(17a)

A r

"1J

ft'

:*

where

and

The following equations for the spin-weighted spherical harmonics have teen

used:

(18)

The normalization used is such that

Syr £„„' .

:*
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